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The Fixing America’s Surface Transportation (FAST) Act was  
signed into law by the president Dec. 4, 2015. 

The FAST Act is a five-year legislation to improve the nation’s 
surface transportation infrastructure, including roads, bridges, 
transit systems, and the rail transportation network. The law
reforms and strengthens transportation programs, refocuses
on national priorities, provides long-term certainty and more
flexibility for states and local governments, streamlines  
project approval processes, and maintains a strong  
commitment to safety. 

The FAST Act means some changes for commercial carriers  
and fleet vehicle drivers. Here are highlights as they relate to  
the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA)  
and Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), along with  
related benefits: 

FAST Act highlights:

Electronic Logging Devices (ELDs) required for all carriers
In late 2015, the FMCSA adopted a final rule that mandates the use of ELDs for all carriers that are required to be in  
compliance with hours of service rules. ELDs automatically record driving hours and other information. Prior to ELDs, 
drivers were required to be in compliance with hours of service rules by hand-writing their off-duty, on-duty-not-driving, 
driving, and sleeper berth hours in a paper log book. Commercial trucking and fleet vehicle operators should work toward 
electronic record keeping and pay attention to the changes the Department of Transportation (DOT) will make to other 
transportation regulations in coming years.

Benefit: ELDs will be vital tools for carriers. They will provide easier access to on-the-road driving information such as  
engine hours, vehicle movement, miles driven, speed, hard braking, and erratic turning. Carriers can proactively use this  
information for targeted training opportunities, positive recognition, and accountability. Most importantly, the ELD mandate 
will save 26 lives and prevent 562 injuries from crashes annually according to the FMCSA. 

Pilot program will reduce age requirements to drive Commercial Motor Vehicles (CMVs)
Due to driver shortages, the FMCSA is looking to expand age requirements for CMV drivers. The administration will  
conduct a pilot program that will allow those ages 18-21 to become interstate drivers. Currently, drivers have to be 21 to 
drive interstate CMVs. 

Benefit: Reducing the age requirement to drive will increase the pool of candidates for trucking companies looking to hire 
over-the-road drivers.
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Study of FMCSA’s SMS tool and CSA enforcement program 
The FMCSA will commission the National Research Council to study the Safety Measurement System (SMS) — a workload  
prioritization tool that is used to identify potential carrier safety issues under the Compliance, Safety, Accountability 
(CSA) enforcement program. 
 
Currently, fleets are scored under the SMS in similar size categories; either by vehicle miles traveled (VMT) or registered 
power units (PUs). In the vehicle maintenance category, fleets with more than 500 PUs are scored against each other. 
Fleets with 250-499 are grouped together, as are 100-249 and 0-99. 

There are challenges with the way current categories are grouped. For example: 

• A fleet with 500 PUs is held to the same maintenance standard as a fleet with 19,000 PUs. The system doesn’t  
account for a fleet with 19,000 PUs that may have 15-20 maintenance shops across the country, whereas a fleet with 
500 may have only one.

• Shippers, receivers, consignees, insurance carriers, etc. can review a fleet’s SMS score and determine that they should 
be on alert status in the vehicle maintenance category. Because of such wide category variances, they may fail to fully 
understand why a fleet scored poorly.

• Specific CSA basic scores are unavailable through the Central Analysis Bureau. The bureau displays a summary of the 
out-of-service violation percentage and inspection history, but does not provide a threshold percentage.

Benefit: The law will revise groupings to more accurately reflect a fleet’s SMS scores. Improved scores can result in lower 
insurance premiums, less scrutiny by compliance officers, and fewer time-consuming and costly disruptions to business.

Distinguishing of DOT crashes: preventable from non-preventable 
The FMCSA also will review treatment of DOT crashes. Currently, the FMCSA, Motor Vehicle Reports (MVRs), and Drive-
a-Check (DAC) employment history reports do not distinguish between preventable and non-preventable DOT crashes. A 
DOT crash is defined by specific reporting criteria including any vehicle towed away from the scene, injuries treated away 
from the scene, or a fatality. The following scenario is an example of how the current system is flawed:

 Truck driver A is rear-ended by truck driver B. Driver A is towed away from the scene. Driver B is clearly at fault 
 according to the police report. Both drivers will still have a DOT reportable crash on their records since one of the 
 vehicles was towed away.

The problem with this methodology is that when truck driver A is seeking employment or insurance coverage, he will  
have a DOT crash report on his record even though it wasn’t his fault. Drivers may be able to resolve these situations by  
providing police reports (if the reporting officer recorded a favorable crash narrative).

Benefit: By distinguishing between preventable and non-preventable crashes, drivers will not carry unnecessary points on 
their CSA scorecards, and employers can more accurately calculate risks for potential employees, improving their hiring 
process and minimizing delays.

Conclusion
It’s best to be proactive and stay informed rather than learning about violations after being pulled over by a state trooper. 
The FAST Act will result in an annual net benefit of more than $1 billion from the reduced industry paperwork.  
Carriers have two years to be in full compliance. 
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